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1. Introduction

Let X be a topological space and let coeX. Then C({, co) will be useC to

denote the set of all continuous loops in .Y at r^. The idea of using continuous

functions as relating functions on C(X, co) to get an equivalence relation on

C(.I, r0) has long been in existence, and ertensive studies have been made of

the resulting homotopy groups. In [5], we considered using certain types of

oon-continuous functions as relating functions on C(X, ro). In particular an

admitting homotopy relation N was defined, which in general, turDeC out to

be a larger class of relating functions than the class of continuous Iunctions.

tr{ost types of non-continuous functions, including almost continuous functions

!11, C-continuous functions [2i, connectivity maps !6]' and ?r-continuous

functions [4], provide an admitting homotopy relation. Also in [5]' it rvas

shorvn horv an admitting homotopy relation N could be used to obta;n a

generalized homotopy group N(.\, .r.o). The question has been raised as to an

example of when one of these generalizeC honotopy groups is different from

the correspcnding usual homotopy group. In this paper we let N be the ad:nitting

homotopy relation Tr-continuous and give an example of a space X and a point

.r:^€X such that the ?r-continuous fundamental group N(X, co) is different

from the fundamental group -I/,(,Y, ro). That is if the relating Iunctions

between the loops are only requireC to be Tr-clntinuous, then we get a

clifferent group than if we required the relating functions between the loops

to be continuous.

Throughout this paper I will be used to denote the closed unit interval with

the usual topology.

2. The example

EXAMPLE. Let X: {a, b, c, dl , and let I: ld, X, {bl, lcl , lb, c), ta, b, cl ,.

Ib, c, dlJ. Then I/,(X, b) is not isomorphic to N(x' ,).
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PROOF. Let /:1-X be the continuous function defined by !(z):g 16 all

r€1 and let g,I-X be a continuous function such that g(0):r=S.(l). Then
since g is continuous and, {a, b, cleT, s-t(la, }, r}) is open inl and thus
D:lrlsG\=dl is closed in 1. Similarly, /:{slg(a)=al is closed in 1.

Define ir : 1x1-X by

1 
d if teD and 0<r<l/2

F/_ .\_ ) a iI re.A and 0!t!1/2
I g(r) if t:o
(6 otherwise

Then F is well-defined and clearly F(0, t):r-a(l, r) for all tc1 and F(l', 0)
:g(r) and F(t, l):JG) for all r€1. \Ve rvish to show that F is ?r-continuous.
Let ?1 be an open cover of X. Then either XeZ or la, b, cl and lb, c, dl are

ir\ 2,/. lf Xe?, then an open cover of 1xI which will work is {/x1}. If
la, b, cl and lb, c, dl arein%, then an open cover of 1x1 which will work
is {1xl-Dx [0, 1/2], IxI-Axl0, 1/211. Hence, F is Tr-continuous. It follows
that N(X, D) is the trivial group.

14'e will now show that //,(X, &) has at least two elements. Once again let

jf te the constant loop at 6 and define l1:. I-X by

r b iI 0<s(l/5
I q if l/5<s<2/5
I .. ^,-h(r): \c if 2/51t(3/5
I d if 3/s<t<4/5
\b if 4/s(.x<L

Now / and t are loops 8t 6 and we wish to show that .f and I are not homotopic
modulo ,. To this end suppose that there is a continuous function F r lx.frx
.such that F(r,o):h(r), F(c, l):f(s), and I'(0, ,)=6=f'(1, ,) fo! all ,eI,
te.I. Let p and ? be the points r= (2/5, 0), q: (3/ 5, 0). Let J = (2/ 5, 3/5) x {0}.
Since {c}e?, f t({c}) is an open subset of 1x1. Since F(c, O)=h(.) for all
re.I, F-r(lcl) contains ./. Let U be the component of t'-l(tc)) which contains
./. Then U is open and connected and since F is I on 1x {0}, / on 1x {l}, and
., on {0} xI and {l} xI, the only points on the boundary of 1x1 which are in
U are in J. Let B be the boundary of IJ. Let W:I tI,D and let i'I:tVtJ BJJ.
Then lyUB is closed in lx/ and since p, qe.B, VlJ B.JJ is closed. Hence, .12

is closed. Since J is the intersection of the boundary of IxI and U, the
boundary of fxl is contained in M. Let Q be the component ofM which
.contains the boundary of 1x1. Then Q is closed and connerted. Since e is

bounded,

plane, 0
IxI and I
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bouncled, O is compact and hence a continuum. Since 1r1 is closed in the

plane, Q is a continuum in the plane. Since J is a subset of the boundary of

L,.1 and c; is an open, connected subset of fx1 cc;ltaining.,I, U-'I is connecteC.

Now U J is a connected subset of the compliment of Q.l'et e be the colpf,nent

of the compliment of 0 wh;ch contains U-J.
We *'ish to show that the boundary of C is a subset of ./ union'the boundary

of L''. Let t€ld C. Then o€l,l and thus "=1y'1Al-1. 
If tCB'.-/, then

clearly c€ (bd L,l t-1./. Not' ;suppose .r:ellr. Since ly is an open subset of 'I i{-I,

there is a disc D in the plane such that reDl(l .' I)alV Now t€kl I and

thus r€Q. But since D is conne:tel and contains r and Q is the compcnent

containing x:, D^.(I:'tl). Q. N<.rrv Q contains the boundary ol lxl an<1 f is a

compcnent of the complinent oi Q rvhich interseats the interior of .I ..,]1 Hence,

1" is contained in the interior of 1)i1 and thus { is neither a point nor a limit
point of 1. Therefore, tabd r''. But this is impcssible Hence, t+ly. Thus,

bd a:J-r(bd (0. By '.12, Theorem 2. I, p. 105], since 4 is a bounded co:nponent

of the compliment of O, the ld C is a continuum. Let K be the boundary of
(1. Let L:K-J. Then t.bd U and we now wish to show that Z is conne:ted.

Since p, qeK and neitherp nor g is in J, p, qeL. Suppcse,l- isnot conne.ted.

Then I is the union o{ trvo non-enpty, mutually separateC sets.ry' and.7 with
p in o:re of them. Sa]' pc.,?/. Suppose q€-)r'. thsn K: (-v UJ) U q. Now .':y' and

:7 are rnutually separated. Since I is an open subsetof,Ixl containing J in its
bounclary, no point of J is a limit pairt of K .,1 and no pcint of K-J is a linit
point of J except p ancl q. But I and q are in Jy' . Hence, ../ and 

''-l 
are m'Jt'JallY

separateJ. Thus, :/ iJ and:Z are noa enpty, mutually separated sets' But this

is impossible, since K is conne:te:]. Th'tts, q=V . Now suppose Jy' rs \ot
connected. Then ./:ar-l€ where a and p are non ealpty mutually separated

sets with p€n. Then K= 3,: @JJ - q) u'here these two sets once again are

mutually separated. Thus, J/ is connected. Since .,/ is an op€n sullset of '(,
1r-./ is closed and thus I is closed. Since -1y' is a ccnpcnert of 'L, 'rY is closed'

Hetce, -r/ is a continuun. Similarly, .7 is a ccrtinuun. By 112' TheJren 3 l'
1031, there is a simple closed curve ,l" in the plane such that f separates 1

from 4 and f n(YNA):d. Lel Zbe the boundarv of 1xl minus JIJI2' ql'

Then J! lp, sl is a connected set containing , and q and since f separates I
from q, f l)J*6. Let utef )J. Similarly laz+a' Ler zef az' Silce zef lz'
there is a point I in the unbounded component of the co;npliment of the

boundary of IxI such that l€l. and the arc from I to z in j" not containing.
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?r, contains no point of ./. Since J is in the-boundary of O there is a point me.A
such that mEf and, the arc from I to n in l. containing s contains no point
of J. Let,4 be the arc in .l. from I to zr containing z. Then A}J=O and since
f n(YU'4):0, 'lAK:6. But then the component of the compliment of K
containing O is not a subset of the interior of 1>t1, which is impossible.
Hence, Z is connected. Since Z=K-.,/ and lic(bd AJJ, Latd U. Hence a
connected subset of the boundary of U contains both p and q.

Let P be the component of the boundary B of Uwhich contains p and q. Then
since .B is closed, P is closed.

Now U was the component of F-l(tc)) containing ./. Thus, no point of B
is in F-r({c}), for if .'€B and F(c):c, then since F is continuous at ,, there
is a disc E such that .ceEil (1x1) and F(Dn (,ax.f))= {.). But En L,,+d, since
c is in the boundary of U. Hence, UUE is connectel atid U was not maximal
.since 6 must also contain a point not in U since c is in the boundary of U.
No point of B isin .F-t({r}), lor if reB and F(r):r, then since.!'is continuous
.at r, there is a disc G such that ceGl(,f x1) and l'(cn(/x1)):{D}. But G
contains no point of F-r({c}) and hence no point of U. Hence, F(B)cta, d).
Bot F(pr=a and F(q)=d. Hence, tr'(B):{a, /}. Since la, b, cleT, F-r(d) is
closed. Similarly F-l(4) is closed. Since p is closed, pnq-L(a) and pnf,-r(d)
are closed. But Pc.B containing p and 4. Thus p:(pnp-r(4))U (pAF-r(A)
which is a contradiction since p is connected and pnF-l(4) and pn.F. -r(d)

are non-empty closed sets. Thus, no such continuous function F can exist andj and h are not homotopic modulo ,. Hence II,(X, ,) has at least two elements
and N(X, ,) cannot be isomorphic to II t(X, b).

The University of North Carolina
Greensboro, North Carolina 2?412
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